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IN TOUCH

David Rathband interview, BBC Responds to iPlayer critics

PRESENTER:  PETER WHITE

PRODUCER:  CHERYL GABRIEL

White
Good Evening.  In a moment I'll be joined by Daniel Danker, General Manager of iPlayer, talking about the difficulties visually impaired users have been having with the system.  And I've been back to Northumbria to talk to David Rathband, the policeman blinded last year in a gun attack; adjusting to his blindness, in the continuing glare of publicity, is proving very tough.  

But first the problems many of you have been telling us about since iPlayer, that's the online method of listening to BBC programmes again, was "upgraded" earlier this year. Last week we particularly featured the problems experienced by Jim Taylor.  He told us he was finding it hard to access iPlayer from the programme websites; that in particular he was struggling to navigate the timeline which should allow you to find a particular part of the programme; especially awkward for him, he told us, was that because he liked to return to long broadcasts of classical music on Radio Three. And this is what he said he'd like iPlayer to do. 

Taylor
I would like, first of all, to be able to access an audio file where somebody is demonstrating how to find a particular programme.  A long running programme, so say the Archers, for instance.  In this audio file I would also like there to be a particular point of contact had the BBC given so that screen reader users can actually find someone they can actually talk to.  After all the trouble and toil we've been through I would like someone to come on to the In Touch programme and face the music.

White
Well, we have managed at least one of those for you because Daniel Danker, who is General Manager of iPlayer, has joined us on In Touch to field your queries, and as Jim puts it, face the music. 

So first of all Daniel, I mean what is the problem from your point of view, we've heard it from our listeners' point of view but why is this proving so intractable?

Danker
Well I think there's two problems here.  The first problem is a technology problem and one about how we build the product and how we address bugs that have been opened in the product and I'm happy to speak to that a little bit.  The second problem is in making sure that we, as an organisation, are prepared to treat accessibility features and requirements with the very highest priority and have the right kind of training internally to make sure that our staff is incredibly aware of how things like screen readers are used and how this technology gets used by visually impaired and other folks who need accessibility features.

White
And that's the one our listeners are rather sceptical about because in the first place it seems that you've been quite reluctant to come on and talk about this and secondly, they say, why weren't these problems addressed before iPlayer was launched and great sort of fanfares about how brilliant it was?

Danker
Yeah certainly, there's been many aspects of accessibility that the team has actually done an excellent job of delivering on.  In many ways BBC iPlayer has been exemplary in its accessibility but there have been a number of areas in the most recent upgrade where we quite simply dropped the ball and I want to, first of all, apologise for that and tell you a little bit about how we're going to address this.  So if you've been using the Radio Player, for example, you've noticed that certain things like keyboard control of the seek bar have been harder to trigger than in the past or impossible to trigger in certain places and that's unacceptable.  In many cases I would say that BBC iPlayer is accessible but not necessarily usable and so while I think that we have delivered certain features that can be used by folks who are visually impaired there are better ways to build these features so that folks who are visually impaired have an easier time using the product or that it's more elegantly designed for their needs.

White
So what about Jim's idea that people actually just need more support when they're experiencing problems with iPlayer?

Danker
That's a great additional item here to talk about and one of the things that we've done very recently is hire an accessibility expert who can not only be there to help our audiences, if you go ahead and e-mail accessibilityteam@bbc.co.uk we will actually have experts there ready to respond to issues or take your feedback.  So that first...

White
Are you saying you've got those there or you're going to have those there?

Danker
We now have those folks here on staff.  The second thing that those folks are doing is teaching the engineers and product designers on the team about accessibility features and how the products actually get used day to day by folks who are visually impaired and that I think is crucial to ensuring that we're not just looking at each of these issues one by one but we're also doing an excellent job of building the product in the future to make it incredibly accessible and easy to use.

White
But can I be clear?  You are saying that this problem of accessibility, for instance the one Jim is talking about, about navigating the timeline; you haven't got that licked yet have you?

Danker
No but we do have a fix in the works right now and my hope is that we'll be releasing that very, very soon.  So one of the first things we're going to do here is make a screen reader visible link available directly within the Radio Player.  That link will bring you immediately back to the programme page where you can start playing with accessibility features and a screen reader will be able to run through that instance of the product.  That is simply a shortcut to address this very, very quickly and we'll be doing that very, very quickly here.  The medium term solution is to actually go in and add keyboard control back into the Radio Player and that will make it much, much easier for folks using a screen reader to navigate the timeline in the Radio Player directly.

White
Can we just talk about some of the things our listeners have been saying and indeed suggesting?  I mean we've referred before when we've been doing this on the programme and a number of our listeners have mentioned again a piece of software called WebbIE which can provide a work around and we understand that some of our listeners have told you about this, so you know about this, this could help?

Danker
I do, in fact I used WebbIE this morning to make sure ahead of this conversation that I understood very well how it works exactly right now, so I am familiar with it.

White
So can this be incorporated into your system and what will this - what can this do because at the moment, of course, people need to know about it before they can use it?

Danker
Certainly.  It's - WebbIE is a good tool, it's part of a portfolio of tools that can help us make accessible products.  So many folks use Jaws or NVDA as screen readers to access BBC iPlayer and those are headline screen readers that we deploy across the team now and officially support and test against to make sure that they work correctly.  Webby is another technique that can help us validate that the site works well.  Webby itself sometimes has some bugs so it's important to recognise that just because it works in Webby doesn't necessarily mean it will work in Jaws or NVDA or vice versa but having just used it this morning I can certainly say that it can help our test team validate that the product is working in a way that is accessible and it will be part of the arsenal.

White
It's interesting you mention it's not foolproof because that's what Mark Bailey has been telling us.

Bailey 
Since the last time iPlayer was featured on the programme and Webby was suggested as a possible solution I downloaded it and have enjoyed a few months of enjoyable listening.  However, since last Wednesday even this has stopped working and just tells me that I need to update Flashplayer to version 10.1.  I subsequently tried to get this version but cannot find it on the Adobe site and so had to settle for 10.3.  Alas no matter how many times I tried to reload this, the latest version of WebbIE and get a clean version of Firefox nothing works.  Therefore sadly, once again, iPlayer is just useless to me.  As for the normal iPlayer site the play buttons have also disappeared so this is not an option either.

White
So there you are Daniel, reinforcing what you say, and what about that point about the buttons that Mark says have gone?

Danker
It's hard to say exactly what Mark is experiencing.  I used WebbIE this morning and it did work correctly on my computer but if Mark is experiencing problems that I'm not necessarily finding myself I would invite him to e-mail us at accessibilityteam@bbc.co.uk and I'd be happy to work and troubleshoot with Mark to see where the problem might be.

White
And listener Chris Cook has yet another solution.

Cook
Another work around is to listen to the podcast of a programme, like In Touch or the Archers if one's available, which is actually the most accessible way of being able to quickly navigate your way around a programme.

White
I suppose the problem with that is it's true but of course not all programmes have got podcasts.

Danker
That's right and I think this is why it's important that we continue to focus on making BBC iPlayer itself incredibly accessible.  There's a number of things we've done already.  Just recently we fixed the keyboard tab order on category pages to make it easier to navigate those pages.  We've reduced the number of links that you have to tab through on virtually all pages, again making it that much easier to navigate with a screen reader.  And finally we're improving some of the structural information that screen readers use so that that navigation lends itself to the way a screen reader uses the product, not just the way that a typical web browser would look at the product.

White
Just one final thing Daniel, I mean the BBC is supposed to prize its diversity and the accessibility of its equipment and I think I asked you this, and I'm not sure I got an answer, shouldn't these problems have been fully addressed before the system was launched with all those adverts that said how wonderful it was and shouldn't perhaps visually impaired people have been brought in to try to find these answers?

Dankin
Absolutely, these problems should not have surfaced in the first place and in past versions we've actually done quite well and in the last version, as I mentioned, we dropped the ball and missed a few areas that we shouldn't have missed and I am sorry about that.  And my hope is that by institutionalising the knowledge of how visually impaired folks use the web and use BBC iPlayer specifically by training up the team and sharing that knowledge across the team we'll be able to catch these kinds of issues before the fact and in fact in the future actually design products even better for folks who are visually impaired.  So it's not just about making the products accessible, it's about making the products usable.

White
But in the meantime you welcome any visually impaired people contacting you to find out if they've got problems?

Dankin
Absolutely.

White
Daniel Danker thank you very much for coming on and there'll be a link to the accessibility line from our website.

Now last Christmas we talked at length to David Rathband, the policeman who was attacked and blinded by a gunman for whom the police were searching. Many of you expressed your admiration for the frankness with which David Rathband discussed his attempts to adjust to what had happened, and we said then that we'd return when he had had longer to deal with the situation. Sadly, things have not gone as well as David, and we, had hoped and with his agreement I returned to Northumbria yesterday after graphic headlines in some tabloids about a disturbance at the Rathband home. We have undertaken to respect Mrs. Rathband's wish not to have their family circumstances discussed, but David was still keen to talk to us about the difficulties he'd been facing in getting the help he needed and in adjusting to the new situation which had forced him completely to re-evaluate his life.

Rathband
The majority of it is the fact that I'm struggling to deal with being blind.  I can deal with being shot; it's happened, I can't change that, I'm struggling - I don't even....

White
You say that you want to be able to do the things that you need to do for yourself but does that mean that to some extent perhaps you're pushing away help that's being offered with the best intentions?

Rathband
I've never ever turned down any help from anybody else that's offered fundamental help that I need, such as whether it be counselling or rehabilitation, I'm not that silly but I'm different to other people, everybody's different, and what annoys me is people treat you as a textbook case of oh well it must be this day.  Nobody ever came up to me, Peter, when I got shot or my family and said do you know what, you're really going to need some help, you've got an appointment in three weeks' time.  They've just let me get on and do what I've done.  As you well know you either don't know whether a lot of this is my own perceptions and my insecurities but I hear people's voices when they're talking to me and I feel the resentment in their voice for having to guide me round and you know when I'm asking for stuff and the audible - Yes, what? - gets louder and more unpleasant to listen to - there's lots of things like that.

White
You feel a resentment or a resistance to your blindness from other people?

Rathband
Yeah.

White
Do you think, to some extent, you're imagining that, it's a sense of your own perhaps frustration at it or is that really happening?

Rathband
I don't know, I think it is happening, I think there's an element of the fact that it's my own insecurity with what I'm dealing with but I'm quite astute to people's characters and stuff, I think, I always have been.

White
David, what would have helped you that you feel you haven't had access to?

Rathband
Very early on there was no involvement from social services, I waited 10 months for them to speak to me.  My work - best will in the world my chief constable has been very supportive but I feel as if the majority of the people that I've worked with or by have forgotten what happened to me and why it happened to me and what I tried to do.  

White
And yet on the issue of your rehabilitation most people would think well surely if anyone is going to get help it would be David Rathband because of the very public way in which you went blind, so there'll be - you know probably other people sitting at home who've also waited maybe 10 months to see someone would be surprised to know that you felt that you had had to wait in this way?

Rathband
No I'm not surprised because everybody I've spoke to is of a similar view.  I think it's indicative of being blind - people just think well they get on with it.  I'm not saying that everything has been bad but I certainly think for me to be even thinking some of the things that I think about the way I've been treated that's not right and I'm not the only one.

White
So do you see hope at the end of this, both in terms of your personal relationship and in coming to terms with what has happened?

Rathband
I think - I've spoke to quite a few people over the last few months and everybody tells me you've got 10 years before you realise you can deal with being blind.  At the moment I can't even see the next 12 months but I'm taking each day as it comes, I'm trying my best, it's tough, but I've lasted 14 months so I'm going to - the little bits, as I said earlier, like making somebody accountable for what happened, those are the bits that keep me going.  Like for the last three months it was the Great North Run, so I'll pick something else because I can't deal with just concentrating on stumbling round my garden or going shopping and having to walk round with somebody's elbow.

White
Do you still feel that there are practical things that you need help with?  I'm talking about official help by those who are - whose job it is to help you.

Rathband
I had an assessment done two weeks ago which has made recommendations for various bits of equipment that will assist like to read food packaging and all that sort of stuff, like a pulsing cane which I've tried which was really good. 

White
Do you not think that there are solutions, people, out there who actually could help you if you could get to them and maybe if you were more open to their help?

Rathband
No it's not the fact that I'm not open to people's help but I find it difficult because it's accessing the right help, it's taken me months and months to get a counsellor who's specialised in trauma counselling for emergency services.  And again with my living skills I'm trying to access that now, which I've declined in the past because I was independent and I'm now trying to learn some of that stuff.  So it's not the fact that I turn away from it, it's difficult to try and access it whilst also trying to manage the best of your ability, trying to deal with the emotional sides of things.  I took a conscious decision when I left hospital that I would try my best for as long as possible to do it on my own with my family and the camel's back has broken - I can't do it on my own.  And I'm the one that came forward and said I need some help and that was in January.  So I can push myself to go out the door and go and do all these things but mentally and emotionally they are different and I'm not in a place where I've evolved to enjoy being blind and having a fulfilled life and that's the bit I'm struggling with.

White
And do you accept that some people do do that...

Rathband
Yeah.

White
I'm not saying someone like myself, who's always been blind, but there are people who have lost their sight who've done it.

Rathband
No of course they do and that's - that's what I'm hoping that one day comes along and - I'd love to point where I can get to a day in my life and say do you know what I've cracked this.

White
David Rathband.  And we welcome, as always, your comments and any suggestions you feel may be of help to him.

That's it for this week.  If you've not bagged tickets for our 50th birthday programme, to be recorded in London on the evening of the 4th October, there are still a few seats available.  For details of how to apply you can contact our action line on 0800 044 044 or you can visit our website at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch where you can follow a link.  There's also from the website a free download of tonight's programme, that'll be available from tomorrow. 

From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.

